Rocket
RCKT
The Rocket portable outdoor sign system is particularly suited to pavement
advertising. The base can be filled with water for stability and the spring-loaded
graphic support provides the flexibility needed to handle the outdoor elements.

features and benefits:
- Single or double sided
- Three legs can be filled with water or sand
- Spring-loaded graphic support
- Ideal for contour cut custom graphics
- Dark grey base with silver/black fixings

- Kit includes: 3 hollow feet, 1 base
clamp/fixings, 4 self-adhesive rings,
and 1 pole spring assembly
- One year hardware warranty against
manufacturers defects
- Six months graphic limited warranty

dimensions:
Hardware

Graphic

Assembled unit: (without graphic)
21.6”w x 45.25”h x 21.6”d

Total visual area:
24”w x 36”h

Weight:
4.4 lbs / 2 kg approx. when empty
17.6 lbs / 8 kg approx. when filled w/water

Refer to related graphic template for
more information.

Each foot holds 1 gallon of water; Feet hold 3
gallons / 6 liters of water total

Shipping
Shipping dimensions:
42”l x 14”h x 5”d
Shipping weight:
9 lbs / 4.08 kg

additional information:
Recommended substrate:
1/8” coroplast plastic or similar
*For applications below 40° fahrenheit, please
use sand in place of water

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Visit:
www.exhibitors-handbook.com/
graphic-templates

Set-up

Unscrew the lid on each foot and fill
with water or sand (approx. 1 gal)

Slide the pole/spring
assembly onto the base.
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Slide the foot onto one half of the
base clamp. Repeat for other feet.

Secure the pole/spring assembly to
the base using the plastic nut.
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When all 3 feet are attached, slide on
the other half of the base clamp.

Peel off the backing paper
and mount the self-adhesive
rings to the unit.
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Slide the plastic insert over the
pole/spring assembly.
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Simply mount graphic to the
adhesive rings, repeat for double
sided application. Unit is complete.
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